Groundhog Day movie synopsis

Weatherman Phil Connors is _______ and _________.
ADJECTIVE     ADJECTIVE
When he's assigned to cover the _________ festival again
NAME OF HOLIDAY
for the _____ year in a row, he is _________. When he arrives
NUMBER  ADJECTIVE
in __________ on ______ he _________ does a report on the
CITY  DATE  ADVERB
festivities. Although _________ to return home, he and his team
ADJECTIVE
are forced to stay in town because of a _______ _________,
ADJECTIVE  NATURAL DISASTER
which he had __________ would not be an issue. The next day
VERB (PAST TENSE)
when he wakes up, he __________ that he seems to be repeating
VERB (PLURAL)
the previous day. At first he thinks he might be __________, but soon
ADJECTIVE
realizes he is truly living the day over and over again with no
_________. At first he finds it _________ and uses his knowledge
NOUN  ADJECTIVE
of the day's events to _____ people into doing what he wants them
VERB
to do, engaging in________behavior or to steal copious amounts

ADJECTIVE

of________without being caught. Eventually the excitement

NOUN (PLURAL)
wears off, and he soon becomes________and attempts to

ADJECTIVE

commit suicide, by doing things like________himself and

WAY TO DIE

________himself. But every day at____he wakes up again

WAY TO DIE

TIME

with not a scratch on him. Realizing killing himself is________,

ADJECTIVE

and after spending a____day with his producer he decides

ADJECTIVE

to focus on making things________and improving the lives of

ADJECTIVE

others, and ultimately ends up making himself into a ___________

ADJECTIVE

more________person. He finally earns the________of his

ADJECTIVE

producer Rita at the________town party and after countless

ADJECTIVE

repeating days, finally wakes up on the next day________. He

DATE
decides to _____ in the town even though he's no longer bound by

VERB

the curse to do so, and lives _________ ever after?

ADJECTIVE